
Détail de l'offre : Network & Security Engineer

Partenaire            The Recruiter
Adresse  83 Rue de Bonnevoie

Code postal L-1260
Ville Luxembourg

Référence 22D1664540673
Titre Network & Security Engineer

Description du poste - Provision, install, integrate and monitor Network & Security-related infrastructure
- Work within established configuration and change management policies to ensure
awareness, approval and success of changes made to the network infrastructure
- Identify and define system security requirements
- Prepare and document standard security operating procedures and protocols
- Configure and troubleshoot security infrastructure devices
- Develop technical solutions and new security tools to help mitigate security
vulnerabilities and automate repeatable tasks
- Write comprehensive reports including assessment-based findings, outcomes, and
propositions for further system security enhancement
- Build network configurations and topology
- Maximize performance by troubleshooting network problems and outages and
scheduling upgrades
- Applying operating system updates, patches, and configuration changes
- Secure network system by establishing and enforcing policies and defining and
monitoring access
- Assume operational responsibility for the network and monitoring systems
- Provision new circuits
- Configure and install various network devices and services (e.g., routers, switches,
Firewalls, load balancers)
- Ensure that the network infrastructure is up and running at all times and that the
systems comply with industry standards
- Provide Level-2/3 support and troubleshooting to resolve issues
- Work within established configuration and change management policies to ensure
awareness, approval and success of changes made to the security and network
infrastructure
- Perform maintenance and system upgrades including service packs, patches, hot fixes,
and security configurations
- Monitor performance and ensure system availability and reliability
- Monitor system resource utilization, trending, and capacity planning

Type de contrat Emploi
Métier Autres / Divers

Organisation / Systèmes d'information
Description de la société Based in Luxembourg, The Recruiter is a generalist and multi-sector HR consulting &

Executive Search firm. We are specialized in information technologies, digital, telecoms,
mobile technologies activities.

Our client is a Luxembourg's leading IT services provider offering first-class services
related to housing, datacentre and telecom solutions.

We are looking for a Security and Network Engineer who will join a team in charge of the
installation, day-to-day administration, development and support of the network
infrastructures installed in our datacenters, as well as for our clients.

Localisation Luxembourg
Pays Luxembourg

Profil recherché - University degree in Networking

- Good understanding of networking protocols (BGP, MPLS, Is-IS, MACSEC, L2VPN, L3VPN,
IPsec, OSPF, 802.1X, QoS, VLANs, MSTP, LACP, Lag/MC-Lag, VRF…)
- Notion of VMware NSX and SD-WAN will be considered as an asset

https://www.francealumni.fr/


- You are used to work in a project management framework
- Proven track-record in complex environment or projects
- Proven experience in Cloud and Virtualisation, Managed Infrastructure Solutions,
Network & Communications
- Any networking certification will be considered as an asset
- Professional level in English is required

Expérience Débutant (-3 ans)
Secteur Ingénierie

SSII - Informatique - Éditeurs de logiciels
Langues Anglais


